THERMICORE UNDERSUITS
The Thermicore 3-piece undersuit provides fantastic thermal protection, above or below the
surface. This undersuit is available to buy in 2 thicknesses. The Thermicore and the thicker
version the Thermicore Sub Zero.
Each 3-piece system is comprised of a top, bottoms and socks. Each garment fits closely to
the body to maximise its thermal performance and ensure that you remain comfortable
when diving.
Integrated foot stirrups (colour may vary)
Zipped pocket (Thermicore Sub-Zero only)

Thermicore and Thermicore Sub Zero features:
-

Durable outer shell
1 layer super-soft fleece interior lining
Seams are flatlock stitched
Super-soft fleece comfort collar
Integrated foot stirrups
Elasticated adjustable waistband
Elastic thumb stirrups
Red or silver stitch detailed finish
(Red stitch available whilst stocks last)
- Abrasion resistant overprinting
(Available on selected styles and sizes)
- Low profile sock seams
- Supplied with drawstring carry bag

Elasticated thumb stirrups (colour may vary)

It’s well-known that when diving, some feel the cold much more than others. Depending on
the depth that you go to and the time of year in which you are diving, temperature also
fluctuates. With this in mind, we have developed the Thermicore Sub Zero, a thicker version
of the Thermicore.
Thermicore Sub Zero additional features:

Long sleeve thermal top

Thermal bottoms

- Additional zipped arm pocket
- An additional super-soft fleece interior
lining, making the undersuit thicker and
perfect for more extreme conditions
*Please note various styles of these undersuits are available. Contact us for up to date stock
information.

MICROFIBRES

Thermal socks

DESCRIPTION // UNDERSUITS

Drawstring bag

RED VERSION 1
THERMICORE-’SIZE’ or THERMICORE SUB-ZERO-’SIZE’

VERSION 2
THERMICORE-V2-’SIZE’ or THERMICORE-V2-SUB-ZERO-’SIZE’

S, M, ML, L, LR, LT, XL, XXL, XXXL

S, M, ML, L, LR, LT, XL, XXL, XXXL

ND STOCK CODE // AS ABOVE
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